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  Birds of Prey Philip W. Blood,2021-09-21 ‘This
is the smoking gun of all your research.’
Professor Richard E. Holmes (18 February 2001).
Birds of Prey is a microhistory of the Nazi
occupation of Białowieźa Forest, Poland’s national
park. The narrative stretches from Göring’s
palatial lifestyle to the common soldier on the
ground killing Jews, partisans, and civilians.
Based entirely on previously unpublished sources,
the book is the synthesis of six areas of
research: Hitler’s Luftwaffe, the hunt and
environmental history, military geography,
Colonialism and Nazi Lebensraum, the Holocaust,
and the war in the East. By weaving together a
narrative about Hermann Göring, his inner circle,
and ordinary soldiers, the book reveals the Nazi
ambition to draw together East Prussia, the
Bialystok region, and Ukraine into a common
eastern frontier of the Greater German state,
revealing how the Luftwaffe, the German hunt, and
the state forestry were institutional perpetrators
of Lebensraum and genocide. Up until now the
Luftwaffe had not been identified in specific acts
of genocide or placed at large scale killings of
Jews, civilians, and partisans. This gap in the
historical record had been facilitated by the
destruction of the Luftwaffe’s records in 1945.
Through a forensic and painstaking process of
piecing together scraps of evidence over two
decades, and utilizing Geographical Information
System software, Philip W. Blood managed to
decipher previously obscure reports and expose
patterns of Nazi atrocities.
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  Gebirgsjäger Jean-Denis Lepage,2023-09-30 The
Gebirgsjäger were officially formed in 1935
following Hitler’s rejection of the Treaty of
Versailles, although the required skills had been
fostered in preparation through civilian climbing
clubs. They were recruited predominantly from the
southern mountainous parts of Germany – Wurtemburg
and Bavaria – and from Austria, where Alpinism and
mountain warfare had a long tradition. Rigorously
trained in skiing, climbing and other demanding
skills of mountain survival and combat, they
formed an elite within the German army,
distinguished by the distinctive Eidelweiss cap
badge adopted in 1939. Jean-Denis Lepage gives a
concise history of the Gebirgsjäger’s employment,
which saw them in action on every front, from
Lapland in the North to Tunisia in the south, and
throught the war, from the invasion of Poland to
the final defense of Germany. He then gives a
detailed description of their uniforms and
insignia, equipment, organization, training and
tactics. The book is clearly illustrated
throughout with over 170 of the author’s own line
drawings.
  Das Jagdkommando Markus Gollner,2009
  Journal of the United States Artillery ,1936
  Armor ,1937 The magazine of mobile warfare.
  Hitler's Bandit Hunters Philip W. Blood,2011-03
In August 1942, Hitler directed all German state
institutions to assist Heinrich Himmler, the chief
of the SS and the German police, in eradicating
armed resistance in the newly occupied territories
of Eastern Europe and Russia. The directive for
combating banditry (Bandenbekämpfung), became the
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third component of the Nazi regime's three-part
strategy for German national security, with
genocide (Endlösung der Judenfrage, or the Final
Solution of the Jewish Question) and slave labor
(Erfassung, or Registration of Persons to Hard
Labor) being the better-known others. An original
and thought-provoking work grounded in extensive
research in German archives, Hitler's Bandit
Hunters focuses on this counterinsurgency
campaign, the anvil of Hitler's crusade for
empire. Bandenbekämpfung portrayed insurgents as
political and racial bandits, criminalized to a
greater degree than enemies of the state;
moreover, violence against them was not
constrained by the prevailing laws of warfare.
Philip Blood explains how German forces embraced
the Bandenbekämpfung doctrine, demonstrating the
equal culpability of both the SS police forces and
the heroic Waffen-SS combat arm and shattering the
contrived postwar distinctions between them. He
challenges the traditional view of Himmler as an
armchair general and bureaucrat, exposing him as
the driving force behind one of the most
successful security campaigns in history, and
delves into the contentious issue of the
complicity of ordinary German police, soldiers,
and citizens, as well as the citizens of occupied
territories, in these state-sponsored manhunts.
This book provokes new debates on the Nazi
terrorization of Europe, the blind acquiescence of
many, and the courageous resistance of the few.
  Forgotten Casualties Kevin T Hall,2023-08-01
Sheds new light on the mistreatment of downed
airmen during World War II and the overall
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relationship between the air war and state-
sponsored violence. Throughout the vast expanse of
the Pacific, the remoteness of Southeast Asia, and
the rural and urban communities in Nazi-occupied
Europe, more than 120,000 American airmen were
shot down over enemy territory during World War
II, thousands of whom were mistreated and
executed. The perpetrators were not just solely
fanatical soldiers or Nazi zealots but also
ordinary civilians triggered by the death and
devastation inflicted by the war. In Forgotten
Casualties, author Kevin T Hall examines Axis
violence inflicted on downed Allied airmen during
this global war. Compared with all other armed
conflicts, World War II exhibited the most
widespread and ruthless violence committed against
airmen. Flyers were deemed guilty because of their
association with the Allied air forces, and their
fate remained in the hands of their often-hostile
captors. Axis citizens angered by the devastation
inflicted by the war, along with the regimes’
consent and often encouragement of citizens to
take matters into their own hands, resulted in
thousands of Allied flyers’ being mistreated and
executed by enraged civilians. Written to help
advance the relatively limited discourse on the
mistreatment against flyers in World War II,
Forgotten Casualties is the first book to analyze
the Axis violence committed against Allied airmen
in a comparative, international perspective.
Effectively comparing and contrasting the
treatment of POWs in Germany with that of their
counterparts in Japan, Hall’s thorough analysis of
rarely seen primary and secondary sources sheds
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new light on the largely overlooked complex
relationship among the air war, propaganda, the
role of civilians, and state-sponsored terror
during the radicalized conflict. Sources include
postwar trial testimonies, Missing Air Crew
Reports (MACR), Escape and Evasion reports,
perpetrators’ explanations and rationalizations
for their actions, extensive judicial sources,
transcripts of court proceedings, autopsy reports,
appeals for clemency, and justifications for
verdicts. Drawing heavily on airmen’s personal
accounts and the testimonies of both witnesses and
perpetrators from the postwar crimes trials,
Forgotten Casualties offers a new narrative of
this largely overlooked aspect of Axis violence.
  The SS Hunter Battalions Prof Perry
Biddiscombe,2006-11-15 Conventional wisdom
suggests that the Allies and the Soviets were the
only side in the Second World War to support
resistance movements. This book shows that Hitler
had his own version of the SOE and the OSS, and
that the Nazis too encouraged underground
resistance against their enemies, especially as
Europe was liberated in 1944-5.
  Terror Flyers Kevin T Hall,2021-01-19 Terror
Flyers examines the lynch justice (Lynchjustiz)
committed against American airmen in Nazi Germany
during World War II. Using engaging first-person
accounts of downed pilots, as well as previously
unused primary sources, Terror Flyers challenges
the notion that such lynchings were exclusively
the domain of Nazi party officials and soldiers.
New evidence reveals ordinary German people
executed Lynchjustiz as well. Initially occurring
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as a spontaneous reaction to the devastation of
the Allied air campaign against the cities of the
Third Reich, Lynchjustiz offered the Nazi regime a
unique propaganda opportunity to harness the
outrage of the German population. Fueled by
inspiration from America's own history of the
lynching of African Americans, Nazi propaganda
exploited the very same imagery found in US
publications to escalate the anger of the German
people. Drawing heavily on the accounts of the
downed airmen themselves, testimonies from the
flyer trials held in Dachau during 1945–48, and
rarely seen Nazi propaganda, Terror Flyers offers
a new narrative of this previously overlooked
aspect of the Allied campaign in Europe and
suggests that at least 3,000 cases of lynch
justice likely occurred between 1943 and 1945.
  Summary of Information United States. Army.
American Expeditionary Forces. General Staff,
G-2,1918
  Summary of Information. Second Section, General
Staff. General Headquarters American Expeditionary
Forces. Series 2 United States. Army. American
Expeditionary Forces. General Staff, G-2,1918
  Partisan Warfare Otto Heilbrunn,2021-11-21 This
book, first published in 1962, was the first
systematic study of partisan war, investigating
questions thrown up by the success of guerrillas
in the Second World War, where they were never
decisively beaten by regular armies. Drawing on
lessons from Soviet Russia and China in
particular, areas with especially active and large
partisan forces, this book evolves a doctrine of
guerrilla war in modern conditions, with an
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analysis of partisans in post-war Malaya, Kenya,
Cyprus, Vietnam, Algeria, Cuba and Laos.
  World War Records United States. Army. 1st
Division,1928 War diaries from German units
opposed to the First Division, A.E.F. regular
translated from the original records on file in
the Reichsarchiv at Potsdam, Germany, under the
supervision of the Historical Section of the
United States Army War College.
  The SS Hunter Battalions Alexander Perry
Biddiscombe,2006 Conventional wisdom suggests that
the Allies and the Soviets were the only side in
the Second World War to support resistance
movements in occupied countries. However, based on
recently-released archival sources, The SS Hunter
Battalions shows that Hitler had his own version
of the SOE and the OSS, and that the Nazis too
encouraged underground resistance against their
enemies, especially as Europe was liberated in
1944-45. The Nazis tried to exploit the misguided
activism of ex-collaborators, ethnic nationalists
and rabid anti-communists, but their efforts were
clumsy and they were hamstrung by the sordid
reputation that they had gained as wartime
occupiers. In addition, the German commandos and
spy-masters in charge of the project hindered
their own efforts through infighting, ill-
discipline and a misconceived appreciation of
their ability to motivate violent dissent.
Nonetheless, the Germans supported as many as
700,000 anti-Soviet partisans during the last year
of the war, and even in liberated France and Italy
they bolstered small anti-Allied cells and bands.
As Perry Biddiscombe demonstrates, such efforts
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were not mere transitory occurrences, but touched
upon the origin of die Cold War and the roots of
postwar 'Euro-fascism'.
  Military Review ,1986
  The World War II Bookshelf James
Dunnlgan,2005-08 Unlike any conflict before or
since, World War II was a truly worldwide war,
with dozens of nations participating in
significant battles in virtually every corner of
the globe. In this definitive guide, military
analyst James F. Dunnigan chooses fifty titles out
of the many thousands of books published on the
subject as being the most worthy of a place in an
enthusiast's library. The books Dunnigan chooses
offer powerful and moving journeys into the heart
of battle and are accompanied by candid and
controversial essays sure to spur discussion and
investigation.
  Infantry Aces Franz Kurowski,2005 - Combat
stories of eight German infantry soldiers: one
paratrooper, two members of the Waffen-SS, and
five members of the Wehrmacht - A concluding
chapter examines infantry tactics This is an
authentic account of German infantry aces, common
foot soldiers who were thrust into a blazing
maelstrom of bloody horror the world had never
seen. On the frozen Russian steppes, under the
scorching African desert sun, and in the final
desperate battles, they were outnumbered and
outgunned and faced impossible odds. Here are the
fascinating stories of the men who stared death in
the face during some of the most brutal battles
ever waged.
  Professional Journal of the United States Army
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,1986
  Order in Chaos Hermann Balck,2015-06-23 German
general Hermann Balck (1897–1982) was considered
to be one of World War II's greatest battlefield
commanders. His brilliantly fought battles were
masterpieces of tactical agility, mobile
counterattack, and the technique of
Auftragstaktik, or mission command. However,
because he declined to participate in the U.S.
Army's military history debriefing program, today
he is known only to serious students of the war.
Drawing heavily on his meticulously kept wartime
journals, Balck discusses his childhood and his
career through the First and Second World Wars.
His memoir details the command decision-making
process as well as operations on the ground during
crucial battles, including the Battle of the Marne
in World War I and his incredible victories
against a larger and better-equipped Soviet army
at the Chir River in World War II. Balck also
offers observations on Germany's greatest
generals, such as Erich Ludendorff and Heinz
Guderian, and shares his thoughts on international
relations, domestic politics, and Germany's place
in history. Available in English for the first
time in an expertly edited and annotated edition,
this important book provides essential information
about the German military during a critical era in
modern history.
  Pathfinder, 'Kriegie' and Gumboot Governor Sir
James Rowland,Dr Peter Yule,2020-10-07 A
descendant of early pioneers of New South Wales,
James Rowland combined a thirst for adventure with
a strong sense of duty. Aged just 22, he became a
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Lancaster pilot in the elite Pathfinder force,
flying 34 missions over occupied Europe and being
awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross. In January
1945, he was the only survivor of a collision with
a Canadian aircraft over Germany. After narrowly
escaping being shot as a spy, he spent the rest of
the war as a POW. Returning to the RAAF in 1947,
Rowland was a test pilot during the early years of
the supersonic era, and played a leading role in
the Mirage procurement. His leadership qualities
and technical expertise saw him become head of
RAAF engineering in 1972, and, in a controversial
appointment, Chief of the Air Staff in 1975, the
first and still the only engineer to head the
RAAF. In 1981, Rowland was appointed Governor of
New South Wales, a position he held with
distinction for eight years. A brilliant pilot and
aeronautical engineer, who combined a strong
commitment to duty with a great sense of fun,
Rowland has a well-earned place among the great
leaders of the RAAF.
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